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Abstract

In this work, we report the fabrication and the electrochemical characterization of recessed
disk microelectrodes (DME) and ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) integrated in microwell arrays.
Such configuration has all advantages of microelectrodes arrays but is more suitable for
electrochemical measurement in sub-picolitre volumes (~ 0.3 pL). The technological process
based on the reactive ion etching of a SiO2/Ti/Pt/Ti/SiO2 stack is optimized in order to integrate
RNE arrays on transparent glass substrate. Multiphysic simulations and electrochemical
characterizations are conducted in order to study and improve the amperometric behaviour of
recessed ring nanoelectrodes according to their geometry. A good fit is shown between
experimental, theoretical and simulation results, allowing full understanding of the
electrochemical detection properties of RNE-based microwell arrays. Then, a "generation –
collection mode" chronoamperometric approach is proposed to evaluate experimentally the
collection ratio of RNE arrays and compare it with simulation results. Finally, first
electrochemical characterizations in sub-picolitre volumes are conducted with anti-oxidant
species. All these results demonstrate that recessed ring nanoelectrode arrays are fitted to the
detection of bio-electrochemical species at the microscale and, consequently to single
mitochondrion or single sub-cellular organelle analysis.
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1. Introduction

The adaptation of electrochemical detection principles to single cell analysis has increased
rapidly in recent years, making them excellent candidates to elucidate the behaviour of different
cell secretions [1-4] and powerful tools for diagnosis, therapeutics and drug delivery [5-7]. In the
past few decades, rapid monitoring changes in extracellular neuromodulators of many
behavioural processes were achieved using ultramicroelectrodes (UME) and/or voltammetric
techniques such as amperometry [8-12], fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) [13-15] and
surface modification of electroanalytical probes [16-20]. In the case of retinal cells,
amperometry was employed to detect zeptomole quantities of dopamine released upon
stimulation [9]. For the study of neurochemical events, FSCV has been employed using
microelectrodes arrays (MEA) to image the exocytotic release of dopamine from PC12 cells and
to a lesser extent norepinephrine [14]. Other works have shown that the selectivity obtained for
Nafion-coated electrodes can be applied for the in vivo selective detection of glutamate [17],
catecholamine, epinephrine and norepinephrine [16]. Recently, planar microelectrodes integrated
into micropits have been used to determine the oxygen consumption activity of mammalian
embryos with amperometric measurements [21].
In all cases, single cell analysis has to face two main bottlenecks [22]. The first one is related
to cell variability and statistical single-cell multi-analysis. In this context, since glass capillarybased UME were unable to cope with, the development of mass fabrication technologies derived
from microelectronics received a great deal of attention. Advances in microfabrication
procedures induced new electro-analytical strategies with low-cost fabrication, simple
manufacturing, easiness of use and measurement [23-27]. In that way, by developing planar
ultra-microelectrode arrays (UMEA), it is possible to perform multi-cell analysis and,
consequently, overcome cell variability. Moreover, some works suggested to scale down the
dimension of the UME to nanometre size in order to allow their insertion into cells and the final
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recording of intracellular signals [28,29]. However, with such approach, it was difficult to avoid
cell damages.
From another point of view, the second limitation is associated to the cell-UME spatial
configuration impact on electrochemical detection principles. Indeed, whatever the UME type,
i.e. glass-capillary-based or planar, electroanalytical recording only partially detects any
exocytotic event due to lateral diffusion phenomena promising escapement and loss of an
important part of the release [22]. To tackle of this bottleneck, several UMEA have been
recently developed to investigate the ability to position a single cell in the UME very close
surrounding. This concerns for example the fabrication of microwell arrays with recessed ring
micro/nanoelectrodes (RME/RNE), retaining all advantages of UMEA while being better suited
for small confined volumes [30,31]. By confining diffusion phenomena and reaching a
functional and intricate integration of the "UME-cell" couple, such RNE-based devices will
allow, at least, the monitoring of standard cellular metabolisms such as respiration and, at best,
the analysis of exocytotic productions. However, up to now, they were not applied to single cell
or single sub-cellular organelle analysis due to unsuited dimensions.
In this work, we combine the advantages of microtechnologies with those of reactive ion
etching (RIE) technique to fabricate recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) into microwell arrays,
aiming to the multi-analysis of single mitochondria. Consequently, we present the
microfabrication, modelling/simulation, characterization and application of such electrochemical
micro/nanodevices, called ElecWell for electrochemical microwell in this manuscript, for the
electrochemical analysis in sub-picolitre volumes (~ 0.3 pL).

2. Experimental section

2.1 Chemical
Methanol ferrocene, potassium chloride, ascorbic acid and dopamine were purchased from
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Sigma. Potassium dihydrogenophosphate and di-potassium hydrogenophosphate were purchased
from Acros. All reagents were of analytical grade and used as received. The aqueous solutions
were prepared with doubled distilled water. High purity nitrogen was used for deaeration.

2.2 Electrochemical apparatus
Electrochemical characterization was performed using a three-electrode system with a
silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) wire as pseudo-reference electrode and a platinum (Pt) wire as
counter electrode. Cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry experiments were performed in
methanol ferrocene (FcMeOH, 1 mM) and potassium chloride (KCl, 0.1 M) aqueous solutions
deaerated with pure nitrogen. For each experiment, a 100μl drop of solution was placed on the
studied device using an Eppendorf micropipette. The potentiostat used was a PARSTAT MC
(Princeton Applied research) interfaced to a computer, using the VersaStudio software. In all
experiments, a low-current amplifier and a Faraday cage were used.

2.3 Technological microfabrication
In the frame of the "Electrochemical microwell" (ElecWell) platform, the integration of
platinum-based, ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) and disk microelectrodes (DME) into microwell
arrays was achieved using silicon-based technologies (figure 1). However, in the frame of single
sub-cellular organelle analysis, since transparency will be required to cope finally with optical
detection, a transparent B33 glass substrate was chosen. As an option, an initial facultative step
consisted in the deposition of a titanium/platinum/titanium (Ti/Pt/Ti, see hereafter) stack
patterned using "lift off" technique. This allowed the fabrication of recessed disk
microelectrodes (DME) at the microwell bottom in some configurations if necessary (see
hereafter). Then, the main technological process involved three deposition steps performed in a
row. First, a 2.5 µm silicon oxide (SiO2) layer was deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical
vapour deposition (PECVD). Indeed, compared to polymer-based layers [30], SiO2 provides
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higher dielectric properties, lower electrochemical activities and higher biocompatibility. Then, a
200 nm platinum layer was deposited by evaporation while using two 20nm titanium interfacial
layers to ensure platinum adhesion on silicon oxide, and another 2.5 µm PECVD SiO2 layer was
deposited to form a SiO2/Ti/Pt/Ti/SiO2 stack. Finally, using a patterned AZ40XT photoresist
mask (thickness: ~ 13 µm), inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) was
performed and optimized with three different gaseous mixtures (table 1). ICP-RIE process is
widely used since it allows an independent control of plasma density and etching ions energy in
low-pressure environment. First, silicon oxide SiO2 upper layer was etched with a CF4/Ar-based
chemistry, achieving a etch rate and a photoresist selectivity about 150 nm/min and 0.72
respectively. In such a process, argon ions enhance ion bombardment (physical component)
while fluorine ions provide chemical reactivity (chemical component), increasing the overall
etch rates [32,33]. Furthermore, inert gases are believed to help reducing the re-deposition of
micro-masking particles and to remove more effectively any non-volatile residues. In general, it
results in smoother etched surfaces with an average surface roughness about 2 nm [34]. The
titanium/platinum (Ti/Pt/Ti) layers were then etched using a Cl2-based chemistry (etch rate and
photoresist selectivity about 17 nm/min and 0.34 respectively, table 1). Finally, the lower SiO2
layer was dry etched using the same CF4/Ar etching process (as before) in order to reach the B33
glass substrate.
First experiments resulted in microwell arrays with a high roughness bottom that could
negatively affect the use of our devices in the frame of optical measurements (figure 2a). This
feature was attributed to micromasking phenomena with multiple contributions. First, they
should be associated to the deposition of CFx complexes on microwell surfaces. Second, they
should be related to the physical bombardment by argon ions, responsible for the break of Si-O
bonds, which results in the release of oxygen atoms in gaseous phase and, consequently, in the
formation of titanium oxides (TiOx) at the SiO2 etch end. Globally, both thin CFx and/or TiOxbased barrier layers can act as micromasks due to local differences of etch rates during the
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CF4/Ar RIE process. Thus, the micro-masking residues can interfere with proper etching of the
underlying silicon oxide layers, creating undesirable "fairy-chimney" microstructures (figure
2b). Methods for preventing the formation of micromasking residues include the use of
chemically reactive agents for isotropic attack in order to loose cones from their weakened bases
without causing excessive damage to underlying layers. SF6-based chemistry was therefore
added to remove the barrier layers from the surface before and after platinum etching [35].
According to the experimental conditions used (table 1), results from SF6 plasma treatment
support this assertion since the SF6 etch step (duration: 3 minutes) prevented from any
micromasking phenomena, leading to smooth surface at the microwell bottom (figures 2c and
2d).
Furthermore, since the second CF4/Ar etching process is not fully anisotropic, the upper SiO2
layer is over-etched during the lower SiO2 layer etching, leading to the creation of a step (width
L) on the platinum layer that forms the ring nanoelectrode (figure 3a). This step width L was
found to be a function of the SiO2 lower layer thickness. It was estimated experimentally to be
roughly equal to 0.12 H1, i.e. around 0.3 µm (figure 3b).
All in all, after optimizing the etching process for the whole SiO2/Ti/Pt/Ti/SiO2 stack, we
were able to mass fabricate effectively recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) into microwell
arrays and associated ElecWell electrochemical nanodevices on transparent B33 glass substrate
(figure 4). Three different configurations were realized on chip, leading to the fabrication of 1 ×
1, 10 × 10 and 100 × 100 microwell arrays with integrated RNE nanodevices. On the one side,
the two largest designs (10 × 10 and 100 × 100) are planned to perform parallel measurement in
order to increase measured current (cf. microelectrode array theory), to overcome cell variability
thanks to averaging methods, and/or to reach statistical analysis of single mitochondria. On the
other side, according to the mitochondrial filling rate of microwells, the two smallest designs (1
× 1 and 10 × 10) are planned to compete with the single mitochondrion analysis in sub-picolitre
volume.
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3. Results and discussion

The Elecwell configuration could be developed for different applications such as bioelectrochemical detection at the micro- or even nano-scale [30,31] or single cell analysis. In the
second cases, studies have to take into account the size of the biological entity of interest.
Following previous ones [26], these works and associated realisations are dedicated to the single
mitochondrion analysis and, consequently, concern the integration of microwells in the [1 – 10
m] range.

3.1 Design optimization of ring nanoelectrodes integrated into microwells
The integration of ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) into microwells was studied and optimized by
multiphysic simulation. In fact, it was necessary to model the diffusion and collection
phenomena inside the microwell and to evaluate the best approach to enhance the
electrochemical signal. The lower SiO2 layer thickness (H1) determines the vertical distance
between the microwell bottom where the emission takes place (inflow definition) and the ring
nanoelectrode where the collection occurs (outflow determination). The microwell inner radius
(R) plays a role on diffusion profiles. A crude example will be seen for the platinum electrode
thickness (T) since its increase improves the collection factor. All these parameters had to be
taken into account and cross-related during simulation to save time and technological resources
for fabricating already optimized designs. For our study, diffusion phenomena in a microwell
were simulated using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 in order to find the
optimal geometry for the ring nanoelectrodes into microwell design. A 2D axisymmetric model
was used in the simulation as illustrated in figure 5.
The Transport of Diluted Species (chds) module takes into account the convection, migration
and diffusion equations. In our model, only the third element will have a non-zero contribution
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since neither electric field nor stirring are applied to the solution. Since only diffusion
phenomena take place, Fick’s laws give the resulting differential equations:
(1)
(2)
where Ci represents the concentration of the studied species (mol m-3), Di its diffusion coefficient
(m2 s-1), Ri the rate of eventual reactions taking place consuming or producing the species (mol
m-3 s-1) and Ni the diffusion flux across the electrode surface (mol m-2 s-1).

The parameter of interest for the simulation will be the collection ratio, defined as the ratio
between the outflow (flow of species reacting on the ring nanoelectrode) and the inflow (flow of
species generated at the microelectrode bottom). This will give information concerning the
confinement/entrapment of released species in order to enhance detection performances. The
effects of the total height (H = H1 + T + H2) and radius (R) on the collection ratio were studied
for different emission radii (M ranging between 1 µm and 6 µm). The results are shown in
figures 6a and 6b. They are intertwined since both are related to a more general concept, the
aspect ratio H/R. The higher it is, the narrower is the well, and, consequently, the better is the
confinement as well as the associated collection ratio.
Since the collection ratio is increasing with the aspect ratio H/R, optimization will be finally
obtained for the highest height H and for the lowest radius R. Nevertheless, for technological
reasons associated to the AZ40XT photoresist resolution and etch during the different ICP-RIE
processes (see table 1: selectivity values), it was difficult to obtain microwell radii lower than 3
µm and depths higher than 5 µm. As a result, the microwell geometry was chosen at best to be 5
µm in depth and 3 or 4.5 µm in radius.
The ring nanoelectrode thickness T deserves a specific mention. As can be seen in figure 6c,
the ideal and logical pattern would be to increase its value in order to achieve a wider area of
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depletion around it, improving the collection factor. Even if simulation shows useful gain with
its increment, it has forcefully been limited at about 200 nm for technological reasons, i.e. low
stress phenomena and good adhesion properties into the SiO2/Ti/Pt/Ti/SiO2 stack.
Next parameter of interest is the height of the electrode within the well H1, recognizable also
as the thickness of the lower SiO2 layer. Contrary to previous graphs, the curves show a nonmonotonic behaviour characterized by an M-dependent optimum (figure 6d). This is due to a
competition between two phenomena: on one side approaching the electrode towards the bottom
produces stronger gradient due to small distance between the released species and the diffusion
layer of electrode, on the other side getting too close affects the solid angle overlay between
emission and collection. From our results, it is better to locate the ring nanoelectrode at the
microwell mid-height and therefore, according to previous considerations, to choose a value
around 2.5 µm that is not far from higher optima.
Finally, even it is a technological-related parameter, it was opportune to examine the
influence of the step width L on the collection ratio. Indeed, this geometric parameter may have
contradictory effects. On the one hand, the formed step offers more electroactive surface and
increases the collected current on the ring nanoelectrode. On the other hand, the over-etch of the
SiO2 upper layer increases the microwell radius and reduces the H/R aspect ratio. Consequently,
the L value was varied between 0 to 0.5 µm when keeping the other parameters constant.
Regardless the microwell radius, the higher collections ratios were achieved for the wider step
(table 2). Nevertheless, main collection ratio increases were obtained in the [0 – 0.3 µm] range.
For a 3µm radius, the presence of the 0.3µm-wide step (as revealed by SEM observations)
achieves a collection ratio improvement from 78 to 83.3%. For a 4.5 µm radius, the
improvement goes from 70.4 to 76.7%. Beyond 0.3 µm, the gain becomes less significant due to
a saturation effect (table 2). This is explained by the fact that, when R increases, the microwell is
less narrow and fewer species are confined.
So, the ElecWell technological process described above adopted the following geometrical
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parameters (that will be retained hereafter): microwell radius R of 3 and 4.5 µm, lower and upper
SiO2 layer thicknesses H1 and H2: ~ 2.5 µm, step width L: ~ 0.3 µm, ring nanoelectrode
thickness T: ~ 0.2 µm, microwell total height H around 5.2 µm.

3.2 Electrochemical characteristics of recessed disk microelectrodes (DME) and ring
nanoelectrodes (RNE)
The different ElecWell electrochemical devices were finally characterized by cyclic
voltammetry (CV) in order to validate their electrochemical behaviour and to study their
potentiality towards sub-picolitre analysis. Figures 7a and 7b show the voltammetric responses
at different scan rates (from 5 to 500 mV/s) of DME and RNE in aqueous solution containing 1
mM Fc(MeOH) and 0.1 M KCl respectively. In the first case (figure 7a), CV measurements
produce a transient response with a slow decay of the faradaic current plateau. Surprisingly,
limiting currents were found to depend slightly on the scan rate (a phenomenon currently under
investigation). Nevertheless, at the slowest scan rate (5 mV/s), a steady-state response with
limiting current of 230 pA was observed. This behaviour is in good agreement with theoretical
studies associated to recessed disk microelectrodes [36,37]. According to equation (3) and
considering an average radius of 3 µm and a recessed depth of 5.2µm, a limiting current of 221
pA was estimated.

(3)
where n is the number of electrons transferred (n = 1), F is the Faraday constant (F = 96485 C
mol-1), Ddiff is the Fc(MeOH) diffusion coefficient (Ddiff = 6.1 × 10-6 cm2/s in 0.1 M KCl), C is
the bulk concentration (C = 10-3 mol/L), H is the disk microelectrode recessed depth (H = 5.2
µm), and R is the disk microelectrode radius (R = 3 µm).

The same behaviour was observed with recessed ring nanoelectrodes: a steady-state
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sigmoidal response with slight hysteresis on the reverse scan was therefore achieved (figure 7b).
Similar to the microdisk responses, the limiting currents of the recessed nanoring electrodes
were slightly depending on the scan rates. It was noted that a range of 400-448 pA was measured
while scan rates varied between 5 and 500 mV/s. In the literature, few studies have been devoted
to examine the electrochemical responses of planar ring microelectrodes compared to planar disk
microelectrodes that attract wide intention. Recessed ring nanoelectrodes were commonly used
in generator-collector experiments [38,39] and only the expression of microdisk limiting current
was reported in most cases. Recently, L. Zhuang et al. tried to correlate the limiting current of
recessed nanoring with the equation of recessed microdisk [40]. The discrepancy between the
experimental and theoretical currents was reported to be associated with the edge effects that
enhance the electrode signal. To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical investigation was
performed to study the diffusion process at recessed ring microelectrode. Therefore, from Szabo
works [41] that describe the limiting current of ring nanoelectrodes, we have developed a
mathematical model that describes the expression of the current at stationary domain:

(4)

(5)

with:

where n is the number of electrons transferred (n = 1), F is the Faraday constant (F = 96485 C
mol-1), Ddiff is the Fc(MeOH) diffusion coefficient (Ddiff = 6.1 × 10-6 cm2/s in 0.1 M KCl), C is
the bulk concentration (C = 10-3 mol/L), the length l0 depends on the ring nanoelectrode
geometry, H2 is the ring nanoelectrode recessed depth (H2 = 2.5 µm), R is the microwell inner
radius (R = 3 µm) and L is the step width (L = 0.3 µm).
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Considering experimental values of limiting current Ilim estimated at slow scan rate (5 mV/s),
a good fit was obtained with mathematical equations (4) and (5) as well as COMSOL
simulation, validating our theoretical model (table 3).

3.3 Electrochemical investigations of recessed ring nanoelectrode arrays
The microwell centre-to-centre distance D between neighbouring microelectrodes in MEA is
a key factor since it significantly affects the electrochemical response of the arrays. To obtain a
steady state conditions, D must be sufficiently large to avoid diffusion layers overlapping
[42,43]. Therefore, we investigated the electrochemical behaviours of the recessed ring
nanoelectrode (RNE) microwell arrays by measuring voltammetric responses for different D/R
ratios in order to define the smallest D value that prevents diffusion layers overlapping.
The scan rate studies were performed for 10 × 10, 3 m-radius, RNE arrays by measuring
voltammetric responses for different D/R ratios and scan rates varying between 5 and 500 mV/s.
Thus, we should identify experimentally the necessary D that is large enough to allow the
development of hemispherical diffusion layers over the individual microelectrode in the array.
Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of the recessed RNE arrays (R = 3 m) in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) are
shown in figures 8a and 8b. It can be seen that when D equals 5R (Figure 8a), the RNE array
response loses the steady state characteristic, indicating consequent overlapping of individual
diffusion layers associated to adjacent microelectrodes and the development of planar diffusion.
In this case, mass transport to the electrodes was reduced and measured current was lower in
comparison to its theoretical values. Upon increasing the D/R ratio, current responses switch
between planar and hemispherical diffusion. When the RNE were well separated (D = 20R)
(Figure 8b), steady state behaviour was obtained when scan rate varied from 50 to 500 mV/s.
As we decrease the scan rate, the timescale of the experiment increases resulting in larger
diffusion zones and a current decrease. On the other hand, if we increase scan rate, we shorten
the timescale of the experiment resulting in smaller diffusion zones. Thus, we can usually avoid
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overlapping and move from planar to hemispherical diffusion by simply increasing the scan rate.
From our results, a clear conclusion is that an optimized centre-to centre-distance of 20R was
necessary to avoid diffusion layers overlapping and to allow steady state characteristics even for
the lowest scan rates. This design rule was retained for the ElecWell platform and kept for the
following studies.

3.4 Electrochemical characterization of the DME – RNE electrochemical system in generatorcollector mode
In order to check the confinement effects of microcavities on the amperometric responses,
we investigate the electrochemical behaviour of the 10 × 10, 3 m-radius, RNE arrays (D = 20R)
in generator/collector working mode. Microwells used in this study contain recessed disk
microelectrodes (DME) at their bottom and recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) at their middepth. In the present experiment, the disk microelectrode was held at an anodic potential (E =
0.4 V versus Ag/AgCl) in order to oxidize ferrocene (Fc) to ferrocenium (Fc+). Then, Fc+ species
were reduced on the ring nanoelectrodes held at a cathodic potential (E = 0 V versus Ag/AgCl).
Finally, the regenerated Fc species can diffuse back to the disk electrodes for re-oxidation.
Typical chronoamperometric curves obtained for disk microelectrodes and ring
nanoelectrodes are presented on figure 9. In both cases, steady-state responses were clearly
demonstrated, allowing the limiting current measurement. First, the DME limiting current values
were compared for RNE nanodevices polarized or not. Thus, an amplification ratio around 130%
was calculated to characterize the generator-collector mode. Then, the ratio between the RNE
and DME limiting currents yielded a collection factor around 76%. This result is consistent with
the previous COMSOL simulations (table 2) that have predicted a collection ratio around 83%
for the studied electrochemical system. Such discrepancy between experiment and simulation
should be associated to approximations on the effective geometrical parameters, and especially
on the inner radius R, the step width L and the ring nanoelectrode thickness T.
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3.5 Electrochemical analysis of dopamine in presence of ascorbic acid using the DME – RNE
system
In vivo measurements with interfering molecules others than those of interest are often
limited by the resolution of redox phenomena. The recessed disk/ring electrodes into microwells
can experimentally be used to decrease effectively overlaps between diffusion waves. In order to
do so, the ring nanoelectrode potential should be fixed at the unwanted redox wave while the
disk microelectrode potential is scanned across the wave associated to the analyte of interest.
Under such conditions, most of the interfering species are consumed at the ring nanoelectrode
and cannot access to the disk microelectrode at the bottom of the microwell. This phenomenon
was studied by using solutions of ascorbic acid (AA) and dopamine (Dop) as a model. Such
detection is of particular interest owing to the biological importance of these analytes. In
previous works, we had used PEDOT surface modification to assay them selectively in presence
of uric acid [44,45]. Here, we used microwells recessed disk/ring electrodes to decrease the
redox interference.
For the first experiment, when the ring nanoelectrode was not polarized, the voltammogram
obtained for AA and Dop mixture on disk microelectrode showed a broad anodic current (figure
10). Two overlapped waves were present with half-wave potentials E1/2 close to 0.3 V and 0.5 V
for AA and Dop respectively with a plateau current in the range of dopamine wave. These
results are in agreement with previous works, demonstrating if necessary the measurement
interferences between AA and Dop species on metallic electrodes [25,44]. For the second
experiment, the disk microelectrode was scanned in the same conditions whereas the ring
nanoelectrode was held at 0.3 V to oxidize ascorbic acid and avoid his presence close to disk
microelectrode. Interestingly, the CV wave behaves as a pure diffusional one similar to that
observed for dopamine investigated alone (third experiment).
The above results demonstrate that the DME-RNE system is able to address problems
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associated to electroanalytical selectivity. In order to analyse quantitatively the interference
reducing effect, simulations were performed using the DME-RNE model developed using
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3. According to our simulation results (table 4), it appears that the
selectivity ratio increases with the microwell radius decrease. Nevertheless, the associated
reducing interference effect appears to be effective only for [AA]/[Dop] ratios lower than 10.
For comparison, a configuration including a top plane electrode all around the recessed DME
microwell array (as proposed by A. Oleinick et al. [45]) was also simulated, evidencing
improved results but similar limitations in term of selectivity (table 4). As a matter of fact, it
should be concluded that the DME-RNE system can address electroanalytical selectivity
problems but is not adapted to the detection of dopamine in presence of ascorbic acid in the
frame of blood analysis ([AA]/[Dop] > 10 [46,47]).

4. Conclusion

Microwell arrays with platinum-based, recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) were
successfully integrated, studied and optimized for the electrochemical analysis in sub-picolitre
volumes (~ 0.3 pL). The associated microfabrication process is based on the reactive ion etching
of a SiO2/Ti/Pt/Ti/SiO2 stack integrated on a transparent glass substrate. The main technological
bottleneck encountered was associated with micromasking phenomena due to the formation of
CFx and/or TiOx-based complexes. It was finally solved thanks to the use of a dedicated SF6 etch
step. Multiphysic simulations were conducted in order to study the global behaviour of recessed
ring nanoelectrodes according to their geometry. It was found that the higher collection ratios
were obtained for the higher microwell aspect ratio H/R, the thicker platinum layer (thickness T)
and a nanoelectrode location around the microwell mid-height (H1 = H2). Thus, taking into
account technological constraints as well as exploiting over-etch phenomenon of the upper SiO2
layer, recessed ring nanoelectrode were successfully microfabricated with the following
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parameters: radius microwell between 3 and 4.5 µm, SiO2 layer thickness: ~ 2.5 µm, 200nm-thin
ring nanoelectrode located at the microwell mid-height, microwell total height around 5.2 µm.
Electrochemical characterizations were then performed in order to study the amperometric
behaviour of recessed ring nanoelectrodes. Using cyclic voltammetry, a good fit was
demonstrated between experimental, theoretical and simulation results. This was extended to
RNE microwell arrays, showing that a ratio of 20 between microwell centre-to-centre distance
and radius was necessary to avoid diffusion layers overlapping and to ensure steady state
characteristics regardless of the scan rate. Then, a "generation – collection mode"
chronoamperometric approach was proposed using microwell arrays with both recessed disk
microelectrodes (DME) at their bottom and recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE) at their middepth. Thus, the amplification ratio into the microwell and the collection ratio between RNE and
DME devices were respectively estimated to 130% and 76%, in agreement with multiphysic
simulations. Finally, first cyclic voltammetric characterizations in sub-picolitre volumes were
conducted for the analysis of anti-oxidant species and more especially the detection of dopamine
in presence of ascorbic acid, demonstrating the potentiality of the DME – RNE system to
address electroanalytical selectivity problems for concentration ratios lower than 10.
All these results demonstrate that recessed ring nanoelectrode (RNE) arrays are well fitted
for the electrochemical detection of biochemical species at the microscale or even nanoscale
and, consequently, for the analysis of single sub-cellular organelles such as mitochondria. The
use of a transparent glass substrate is in this case mandatory since, apart from electrochemical
micro-analysis considerations, optical measurements are required in order to check the effective
presence of a mitochondrion into the microwell or even to perform some optical-based analysis
(e.g. fluorescence,...). In this context, the use of RNE-based devices will allow different
approaches to study mitochondrial metabolisms associated to respiration (O2 detection) as well
as to the production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and other reactive oxygen species (ROS).
First, RNE arrays will be used in order to analyse several single mitochondria while increasing
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the measured current (cf. microelectrode array theory) and dealing with biological variability
thanks to averaging methods. Then, RNE array size will be decreased as much as possible in
order to perform a single mitochondrion analysis. Finally, array of independent RNE devices
will be developed in order to reach statistical analysis and to overcome fully biological
variability.
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Table and figure captions

Table 1. Experimental conditions for the different ICP-RIE etching processes

Table 2. Enhancement of the ring nanoelectrode collection factor
according to the step width L for different microwell inner radii R

Table 3. Comparison of experimental (scan rate: 5 mV/s)), theoretical and
simulated values of limiting currents for recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE)

Table 4. Selectivity ratios of different electroanalytical systems
for the detection of dopamine in presence of ascorbic acid (COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3)

Figure 1. Technological process steps: (1,3) Ti/Pt/Ti metallization (lift-off),
(2,4) SiO2 deposition (PECVD), (5) HF etching (opening nanoring contacts),
(6) RIE etching (defining rings and disks, opening disk contacts),
(a,b,c,d) side view of the microfabricated devices after the different technological steps

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of etching micromasking phenomena
associated to the formation of CFx and/or TiOx-based layers (a,b)
and their elimination with SF6 etching chemistry for different microwell radii:
(c) 3 µm and (d) 4.5 µm
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images revealing
the upper SiO2 layer over-etch and the step fabrication (L ~ 0.3 m) on the ring nanoelectrode:
(a) top view of microwell, (b) magnified image of the platinum step,

Figure 4. Mass fabrication of recessed ring nanoelectrodes into microwell arrays
on a B33 glass substrate: details of (a) a microwell with a recessed ring nanoelectrode,
(b,c) a RNE-based arrays and (d) associated electrochemical microsensor

Figure 5. Modelling configuration of (a) recessed ring nanoelectrodes integrated into
a microwell and (b) associated diffusion profiles using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3

Figure 6. Influences of the main geometrical dimensions on the collection ratio
(COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3): (a) total height H (= H1 + T + H2), (b) inner radius R,
(c) ring nanoelectrode thickness T, (d) ring nanoelectrode height from the microwell bottom H1

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at different scan rates in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution
for (a) the 3m-radius, platinum disk microelectrode (DME) and (b) the 3m-radius, platinum
ring nanoelectrodes (RNE): 5 mV/s (red line), 10 mV/s (green line),
50 mV/s (purple line), 100 mV/s (blue line) and 500 mV/s (black line)

Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at different scan rates in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution
for 10 × 10, 3m-radius, platinum RNE-arrays with different microwell centre-to-centre
distances: (a) D = 5R, (b) D = 20R: 5 mV/s (red line), 10 mV/s (green line),
50 mV/s (purple line), 100 mV/s (blue line) and 500 mV/s (black line)

Figure 9. Chronoamperograms for recessed disk microelectrode (blue curve)
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and ring nanoelectrode (red curve) electrode arrays (D = 20R, R = 3 m)
in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution (disk microelectrode and ring nanoelectrode
were respectively held at 0.4 V and 0 V versus Ag/AgCl).

Figure 10. Cyclic voltammograms at recessed disk microelectrode (scan rate: 50 mV/s) of 1 mM
ascorbic acid and dopamine in 0.1M phosphate buffer solution: first experiment (red line) was
performed when the ring nanoelectrode was not polarized,
second experiment (blue line) when the ring nanoelectrode potential was held at 0.3 V, third
experiment (green line) is associated to the oxidation of 1mM of dopamine in 0.1M of phosphate
buffer solution.
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AZ40XT
layers

RIE conditions

etch rate
selectivity

CF4/Ar (40/5 sccm)
Silicon oxide
p = 4 mTorr

150 nm/min

0.72

4 nm/min

0.015

17 nm/min

0.34

(SiO2)
Picp = 500 W, Pbias= 40 W
Titanium (Ti) /

SF6 (50 sccm)

titanium oxide

p = 10 mTorr

(TiOx)

Picp = 500 W, Pbias = 40 W
Cl2 (20 sccm)

Platinum (Pt)

p = 3 mTorr
Picp = 78 W, Pbias = 3 W

Table 1. Experimental conditions for the different ICP-RIE etching processes
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collection ratio (%)

L width
(µm)

R = 1.5 µm

R = 3 µm

R = 4.5 µm

0

87.7

78.0

70.4

0.1

89.8

81.2

74.1

0.2

90.6

82.4

75.7

0.3

91.1

83.3

76.7

0.4

91.5

83.9

77.7

0.5

91.8

84.5

78.6

Table 2. Enhancement of the ring nanoelectrode collection factor
according to the step width L for different microwell inner radii R
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inner radius

limiting current Ilim (pA) for a scan rate of 5 mV/s

R (µm)

experimental

theoretical model

COMSOL simulation

3

400

380

390

4.5

650

660

620

Table 3. Comparison of experimental (scan rate: 5 mV/s), theoretical and
simulated values of limiting currents for recessed ring nanoelectrodes (RNE).
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dopamine versus ascorbic acid

electroanalytical
[AA]/[Dop]

selectivity ratio (%)

system
ratio
configuration

proposed
DME-RNE system
[this work]

recessed DME
array with top plane
electrode [45]

R = 1.5 µm

R = 3 µm

R = 4.5 µm

1

87.4

75.8

69.3

10

40.9

24.0

18.4

100

6.5

3.1

2.2

1

97.5

97.0

96.0

10

79.7

76.5

70.7

100

28.1

24.5

19.5

Table 4. Selectivity ratios of different electroanalytical systems
for the detection of dopamine in presence of ascorbic acid (COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3)
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Figure 1. Technological process steps: (1,3) Ti/Pt/Ti metallization (lift-off),
(2,4) SiO2 deposition (PECVD), (5) HF etching (opening nanoring contacts),
(6) RIE etching (defining rings and disks, opening disk contacts),
(a,b,c,d) side view of the microfabricated devices after the different technological steps
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

R ≈ 4.5 µm

R ≈ 3 µm

10 m

5 m

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of etching micromasking phenomena
associated to the formation of CFx and/or TiOx-based layers (a,b)
and their elimination with SF6 etching chemistry for different microwell radii:
(c) 3 µm and (d) 4.5 µm
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(a)

(b)
over-etch

~300nm
5 m

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images revealing
the upper SiO2 layer over-etch and the step fabrication (L ~ 0.3 m) on the ring nanoelectrode:
(a) top view of microwell, (b) magnified image of the platinum step,
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(a)

SiO2

(b)

Ti/Pt/Ti

SiO2
RNE
B33 glass
DME

20 m

5 m

(c)

(d)

100 m

Figure 4. Mass fabrication of recessed ring nanoelectrodes into microwell arrays
on a B33 glass substrate: details of (a) a microwell with a recessed ring nanoelectrode,
(b,c) a RNE-based arrays and (d) associated electrochemical microsensor
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(a)

(b)

T

Figure 5. Modelling configuration of (a) recessed ring nanoelectrodes integrated into
a microwell and (b) associated diffusion profiles using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3
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T (m)

Figure 6. Influences of the main geometrical dimensions on the collection ratio
(COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3): (a) total height H (= H1 + T + H2), (b) inner radius R,
(c) ring nanoelectrode thickness T, (d) ring nanoelectrode height from the microwell bottom H1
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Figure 7. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at different scan rates in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution
for (a) the 3m-radius, platinum disk microelectrode (DME) and (b) the 3m-radius, platinum
ring nanoelectrodes (RNE): 5 mV/s (red line), 10 mV/s (green line),
50 mV/s (purple line), 100 mV/s (blue line) and 500 mV/s (black line)
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Figure 8. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at different scan rates in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution
for 10 × 10, 3m-radius, platinum RNE-arrays with different microwell centre-to-centre
distances: (a) D = 5R, (b) D = 20R: 5 mV/s (red line), 10 mV/s (green line),
50 mV/s (purple line), 100 mV/s (blue line) and 500 mV/s (black line)
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Figure 9. Chronoamperograms for recessed disk microelectrode (blue curve)
and ring nanoelectrode (red curve) electrode arrays (D = 20R, R = 3 m)
in 1 mM Fc(MeOH) solution (disk microelectrode and ring nanoelectrode
were respectively held at 0.4 V and 0 V versus Ag/AgCl).
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Figure 10. Cyclic voltammograms at recessed disk microelectrode (scan rate: 50 mV/s) of 1 mM
ascorbic acid and dopamine in 0.1M phosphate buffer solution: first experiment (red line) was
performed when the ring nanoelectrode was not polarized,
second experiment (blue line) when the ring nanoelectrode potential was held at 0.3 V, third
experiment (green line) is associated to the oxidation of 1mM of dopamine in 0.1M of phosphate
buffer solution.
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